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Abstract

This paper presents a method which develops the robot’s
ability of joint attention with a human caregiver based on
visual attention and self learning mechanisms. The visual at-
tention is to find and attend to a salient object in the robot’s
view, and the self learning is to learn a sensorimotor co-
ordination when the visual attention succeeds. Based on
these mechanisms, the robot learns the sensorimotor coor-
dination when the robot can watch the salient object by shift-
ing its gaze direction from the caregiver’s face to the object.
Through the learning process, the robot can find the sensori-
motor correlation only when joint attention with the caregiver
is achieved. The correlation allows the robot to acquire the
ability of joint attention. The experimental results show the
validity of the proposed method in a simplified situation.

1. Introduction

The constructive approach to understand a process how
a robot acquires cognitive functions through interac-
tions with its environment attracts many researchers’
interests. Asadaet al. [1] proposed cognitive devel-
opmental robotics as a paradigm for the design of
the humanoid robot that develops itself, and for the
understanding of the cognitive developmental mecha-
nisms of human beings. In the cognitive developmental
robotics, not only the design of the robot but also that
of the environment and the interactions between them
should be argued.

The capabilities to interact with the environment in-
clude the ability of joint attention. Joint attention is
defined as a process that an agent attends to an ob-
ject which another attends to [2]. Researchers in the
cognitive developmental science have interests in the
ability of joint attention as the cornerstone of the de-
velopment of cognitive functions. The reason is that
it is known that a human infant acquires the ability of
joint attention in the early of development and learns

many kinds of social knowledges, e.g. language and
mind reading [3], based on it [4]. On the basis of the
insight, studies to build the mechanism of joint atten-
tion for a robot and to make the robot acquire the social
knowledges have been attempted [5, 6, 7]. However,
the mechanisms of joint attention are fully-developed
by the designers, and it is not argued how the robot
can acquire such an ability of joint attention through
interactions with its environment. In contrast, Nagai
et al. [8] proposed a learning system for joint attention
with a human caregiver. They showed that their pro-
posed system enables a robot to acquire the ability of
joint attention through learning with the caregiver. In
their system, however, the robot requires a task eval-
uation, that is success/failure information about joint
attention, from the caregiver during the learning.

This paper presents a method which develops the
robot’s ability of joint attention based on visual at-
tention and self learning mechanisms. The visual at-
tention is to find and attend to a salient object in the
robot’s view, and the self learning is to learn a sensori-
motor coordination when the visual attention succeeds.
Based on these mechanisms, the robot learns the sen-
sorimotor coordination when the robot can watch the
salient object by shifting its gaze direction from the
caregiver’s face to the object. Through the learning
process, the robot can find the sensorimotor correlation
only when the robot achieves joint attention with the
caregiver. The correlation allows the robot to acquire
the ability of joint attention without the success/failure
evaluation about joint attention. In addition, the pro-
posed method could be useful to understand the cogni-
tive developmental mechanisms of a human infant, be-
cause it is considered that the infant acquires the ability
of joint attention not only based on the task evaluation
but also based on the visual attention and the self learn-
ing mechanisms in the infant.

In the rest of this paper, the mechanism of the pro-
posed method is described first. Next, the experimen-
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tal results show that the robot can acquire the ability of
joint attention based on the proposed method in a sim-
plified situation. Finally, it is indicated that the learn-
ing process of the robot’s joint attention based on the
proposed method is similar to the developmental pro-
cess of the infant’s one.

2. Emergence of Joint Attention

An environmental setup for joint attention is shown in
Figure 1. There are a robot with two cameras, a human
caregiver, and multiple objects. The caregiver attends
to one of the objects. The inputs to the robot are the
camera imagesIL, IR and the angles of the camera
headθpan, θtilt, and the outputs are the camera head
displacement∆θpan, ∆θtilt.

For the emergence of joint attention, the robot has
the followings:

(a) Visual attention: to find and attend to a salient
object in the robot’s view.

(b) Self learning: to learn the sensorimotor coordina-
tion when the visual attention succeeds.

Based on these mechanisms, the robot can acquire the
ability of joint attention along the following process.
First, the robot attends to the caregiver and is supposed
to find a salient object in its view. Then, the robot shifts
its gaze direction to the salient object based on the vi-
sual attention mechanism. When the visual attention
succeeds, the robot learns the sensorimotor coordina-
tion between the inputs (IL, IR, θpan, andθtilt) and the
outputs (∆θpan and∆θtilt) based on the self learning
mechanism. Through the learning process, the robot
can acquire the ability of joint attention by finding the
sensorimotor correlation only when the robot achieves
joint attention with the caregiver.
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Figure 1: An environmental setup for joint attention

2.1. The proposed method with the visual atten-
tion and the self learning

The proposed method with the visual attention and the
self learning is presented in Figure 2. The robot cap-
tures the camera imagesIL, R and the camera angles
θpan, tilt as the inputs and outputs the displacement of
the camera angles∆θpan, tilt. The following modules
corresponding to the visual attention and the self learn-
ing constitute the proposed method.

(a-1) Salient feature detectorextracts distinguishing
image areas fromIL, R.

(a-2) Visual feedback controllerobtains the detected
image features and outputsV F ∆θ to attend to the
interesting object.

(b-1) Learning modulereceives the images of the care-
giver’s face andθpan, tilt as the inputs and outputs
LM∆θ. This module learns the sensorimotor co-
ordination when the internal evaluator triggers it.

(b-2) Internal evaluatordrives the learning mechanism
in the learning module when the robot can attend
to the interesting object.

In addition to these modules, the proposed method has
another one to adjust the output of the robot.

(c) Gatemakes a choice betweenV F ∆θ andLM∆θ
and outputs∆θpan, tilt as the robot’s motor com-
mand.

These modules are explained in detail in the following
sections.

2.1.1. Salient feature detector

The salient feature detector extracts distinguishing im-
age areas inIL, R by color, edge, motion, and face de-
tectors. The color detector extracts objects with bright
colors. The edge detector extracts image areas which
have complicated textures. The motion detector finds
objects with motions. These three mechanisms are
used to detect the primitive features of the objects.
On the other hand, the face detector extracts face-like
stimuli of the caregiver. The detection of the face-like
stimuli is a fundamental ability for a social agent and
should be treated in the same manner with that of the
primitive features. Then, the face detector keeps the
caregiver’s face image until it is detected again.

The detected primitive features of the objects and
the face-like one of the caregiver are sent to the visual
feedback controller and the learning module, respec-
tively.
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Figure 2: The proposed method for emergence of joint atten-
tion based on visual attention and self learning

2.1.2. Visual feedback controller

The visual feedback controller receives the detected
image features by the salient feature detector and out-
puts the displacementV F ∆θ of the camera head to
attend to the interesting object. The robot selects the
most interesting object among the extracted image ar-
eas by summing the degrees of the interests of all fea-
tures: color, edge, and motion. Then, the visual feed-
back controller calculates the image distance between
the selected object’s position and the center of the cam-
era image and generatesV F ∆θ by multiplying the dis-
tance with a gain. The robot can watch the most inter-
esting object, if the gate selectsV F ∆θ as the robot’s
motor command.

2.1.3. Learning module

The learning module consists of a three-layered neural
network. It receives the images of the caregiver’s face
and the camera anglesθpan, tilt of the robot and out-
puts LM∆θ as the motor command. The caregiver’s
face image is required to estimate the robot’s cam-
era head displacementLM∆θ to follow the caregiver’s
gaze.

At the same time, this module learns the sensorimo-
tor coordination by back propagation when it is trig-
gered by the internal evaluator. Through the learning
process, the robot can find the correlation between the
inputs, the caregiver’s face images andθpan, tilt, and
the outputLM∆θ only when joint attention with the
caregiver is realized successfully. The correlation al-
lows the robot to acquire the ability of joint attention
without a success/failure evaluation about joint atten-
tion.

2.1.4. Internal evaluator

The internal evaluator drives the back propagation of
the learning module when the robot can attend to the
interesting object. It means that the internal evaluator
does not take account of success/failure of joint atten-
tion.

2.1.5. Gate

The gate decides the output∆θpan, tilt from V F ∆θ of
the visual feedback controller orLM∆θ of the learning
module. The selecting method of the output is based
on the success rate which the robot can attend to an
interesting object by the output of the learning mod-
ule. It means thatLM∆θ is selected at the rate which
the robot successfully watches the interesting object by
LM∆θ, andV F ∆θ is selected at the residual rate. By
using this method, the robot can attend to the interest-
ing object byV F ∆θ in the early stage of the learning.
In the latter stage, the robot acquires the sensorimotor
coordination to realize joint attention with the learning
module and becomes to outputLM∆θ more frequently.

2.2. Incremental learning

It is expected that the proposed method makes the
robot generate an incremental learning process of joint
attention.

stage I: In the beginning of the learning, the robot has
a tendency to attend to the interesting object in its
view by outputtingV F ∆θ, even though the care-
giver attends to another object (left in Figure 3
(a)). Then, the robot starts to learn the senso-
rimotor coordination when the internal evaluator
drives the learning module.

stage II: In the middle stage of the learning, the robot
begins to utilize not onlyV F ∆θ but alsoLM∆θ.
The robot can realize joint attention owing to the
learning module learned instage Ionly when the
caregiver and the object which the caregiver at-
tends to are observed in the same image (right in
Figure 3 (a)). However, when the object is out of
the robot’s view, the robot can find it not at the
center of the image but at the periphery byLM∆θ
and attend to the object byV F ∆θ (left in Figure 3
(b)). Then, the robot learns the sensorimotor co-
ordination when it outputsLM∆θ andV F ∆θ, re-
spectively.
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Figure 3: Incremental learning of joint attention. The robot
acquires the sensorimotor coordination which has the corre-
lation between the caregiver’s face image andV F ∆θ.

stage III: In the last stage, the robot acquires the
complete ability of joint attention owing to the
learning in stages Iand II . Even if the object
which the caregiver attends to is far off the robot’s
first view, the robot can identify it by activating
the learning module and generatingLM∆θ re-
peatedly until the object is detected in the robot’s
view (right in Figure 3 (b)).

It should be noted that the environment does not
need to be controlled by the caregiver during the in-
cremental learning process. The robot generates the
incremental learning process by structuring the inputs
from the environment and by learning the sensorimotor
coordination step by step.

3. Experiment

3.1. Experimental setup

It was examined whether an actual robot can acquire
the ability of joint attention based on the proposed
method. An experimental environment is shown in
Figure 4. The robot and the caregiver are set face-to-
face, and the caregiver holds an object in its hand and
attends to it. Then, the robot observes the caregiver
with its two cameras and learns the sensorimotor coor-
dination based on the proposed method.

robot

object

caregiver

Figure 4: An experimental environment for joint attention

3.2. Incremental learning

It was verified that the robot was able to acquire the
ability of joint attention when it was provided the in-
cremental learning process explicitly. Each of the
learning stages consists of a trial phase and a learning
one. To simplify the problem, the environment is con-
figured that single object with a color feature is placed
and the caregiver is sure to attend to it. Under the con-
dition, the robot learns the sensorimotor coordination
along the following process.

stage I-trial: The object is set so that it can be ob-
served in the same image that the robot observes
the caregiver. Then, the robot tries to shift its gaze
direction to the object by using the visual feed-
back controller.

stage I-learning: The robot learns the sensorimo-
tor coordination ofstage I-trialwith the learning
module.

stage II-trial: The object is set to be outside of the
image that the robot observes the caregiver. Then,
the robot tries to attend to the object based on the
learning result instage Iand the visual feedback
controller.

stage II-learning: The robot learns the sensorimo-
tor coordination ofstages I-trialandII-trial with
the learning module which was already learned in
stage I.

The learning curves through the all learning stages
are shown in Figure 5. The curves plot the output er-
ror of the learning module throughstages I-learning
and II-learning. From this graph, we can see that the
learning of joint attention progresses along the incre-
mental learning process. The robot’s final performance
acquired through the all learning stages is presented in
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Figure 5: The error change through the incremental learning
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Figure 6: The final performance of the incremental learning

Figure 6. These images show the change of the left
camera image of the robot by outputtingLM∆θ and
V F ∆θ. Here, the box, the lines, and the cross lines
indicate the detected position of the caregiver’s face,
the output of the learning module, and the detected ob-
ject’s position, respectively. From this result, it can
be concluded that the incremental learning based on
the proposed method enables the robot to acquire the
ability of joint attention in the situation with a single
object.

3.3. Multiple objects situation

It was examined whether the robot was able to acquire
the ability of joint attention based on the proposed
method, even if multiple objects are set in the envi-
ronment. Five objects with color features are placed to
be observed in the same image that the robot attends to
the caregiver. The positions of the objects are changed
in each trial, and the caregiver also changes the object
to attend to randomly. In the same manner as the previ-
ous experiment, the robot first obtains the learning data
(the set of the sensory inputs and the motor outputs)
through trials, and then learns the sensorimotor coor-
dination of them. In the trials, the robot extracts the
objects by the color detector and attends to one which
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Figure 7: The error change in the multiple objects situation

has the largest size in the image by the visual feedback
controller.

The change of the output error through the learning
is shown in Figure 7. The learning curves indicate the
error changes of the learning module in the cases that
the robot was able to realize joint attention at the rates
from 1/5 to 5/5 in the trials. Since the number of the
objects is five, the rate1/5 means that the environment
is not controlled so that the robot can realize joint at-
tention in the trials. On the other hand, the rate5/5
means that the object which the caregiver attends to is
controlled so that it can be detected as the largest size
in the robot’s view and the robot can realize joint atten-
tion in all trials. From this result, we can see that the fi-
nal performance changes according to the success rate
of joint attention in the trials, and the final performance
at the small success rate is not sufficient to realize joint
attention. About this problem, it is expected that the in-
cremental learning can improve the final performance.
The reason is that the robot can acquire the sensori-
motor coordination which has stronger correlation by
increasing the success rate of joint attention in the trials
through the repetition of the trial and the learning.

4. Relationship to a Human Infant’s De-
velopment

We can find a similarity between the incremental learn-
ing process of the robot’s joint attention based on the
proposed method and the development of an infant’s
joint attention. It is known in the developmental cog-
nitive science that the infant has the following three
stages of joint attention [2].

Ecological stage (6th months):
The infant follows the caregiver’s gaze change or
attends to an object which has interesting features
(see Figure 8 (a)).
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Figure 8: Development of infant’s joint attention

Geometric stage (12th months):
The infant tracks from the caregiver’s eyes along
the angle of its gaze and reliably attends to the
object which the caregiver attends to. However,
the infant performs the gaze following only when
the object is within the field of the infant’s view
(see Figure 8 (b)).

Representational stage (18th months):
The infant turns around and attends to the object
which the caregiver attends to by following the
caregiver’s gaze direction, even though the object
is placed outside of the field of the infant’s view
(see Figure 8 (c)).

The developmental process of the infant’s joint atten-
tion is closely similar to the incremental learning pro-
cess of the robot’s joint attention described in 2.2.. In
addition, it is conjectured from the knowledge of de-
velopmental cognitive science that the visual attention
and the self learning mechanisms are also seem to be
prepared in the infant inherently [9]. Therefore, the
proposed method could be useful to understand the de-
velopmental mechanisms of the infant’s joint attention.

5. Conclusion

This paper has presented the method which develops
the robot’s ability of joint attention based on the visual
attention and the self learning mechanisms. The exper-
imental results showed that the ability of joint attention
can be acquired based on the proposed method when
the robot is provided the incremental learning process
explicitly. Our future work is to examine whether the
robot can acquire the ability of joint attention by gen-
erating the incremental learning process by itself. In
addition, it is required to verify that the incremental
learning can improve the final performance of the robot
in the situation with multiple objects.
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